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Non-Cognitive Predictors of Student Success:

A Predictive Validity Comparison Between Domestic and International Students

INTRODUCTION

Handwriting recognition is a challenging, already well-

studied topic. However, most research focus on adult

handwriting recognition. Few are interested on children

handwriting and to provide a character segmentation

associate with the recognition. Moreover, children

handwriting is a more difficult context because children

are in an early stage of learning. Their handwriting is

deformed and contain spelling mistakes.

The goal of this work is to design an efficient model to do

recognition and segmentation of children handwriting for

an education purpose.

METHOD

The first step is to select a model which can do

recognition and provide an accurate segmentation. We

chose an object based detection architecture : Mask R

CNN. The main steps of this model are :

1. Extract features from input image with a

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

2. Compute coarse regions to analyze with a Region

Proposal Network (RPN). Because the network do not

know the size of object to detect, it uses a lot of

regions with different scales, ratios and positions. For

each region, RPN predict an objectness score and

bounding box position.

3. Extract features for each region and predict the

label, bounding boxes and segmentation mask. Here,

the bounding boxes prediction makes it possible to

refine the delimitation proposed by the RPN.

4. Non-maximum Suppression (NMS) is applied to

select the best predictions.

The next step is to improve the model with expert

knowledge. The handwriting is encoded with an online

signal converted to an image as input of Mask R CNN.

Using knowledge relative to handwriting, the online

signal can be segmented into different hypotheses of

letter regroup in a segmentation lattice. The goal is to

use the lattice to focus the model on precise regions of

the image in RPN.

DATASET

The dataset is composed of children words annotated

on letter level. The handwriting is encoded with online

format. There are converted to image resize at 128px

height and pad at 1280px width.

Data augmentation is performed on train part on 375

words to obtain 12 000 words with:

• Offline transformations :

• Rotation, inclination, stretching.

• Online transformation :

• Curvature, stroke stretching.

Split

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Evaluation metrics :

• Character Error Rate (CER) : evaluate the recognition

aspect

• Intersection Over Union (IoU) : evaluate the

segmentation aspect

The use of segmentation lattice improve the CER by

1,4% and decreases slightly the IoU by 0,5%. The

preliminary results are encouraging, but the

recognition performance is not acceptable for a real

application use. More experiments on how to use the

lattice are in progress.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The contribution of this work is to use a

segmentation lattice with a Mask R CNN. The first

results show the potential of this approach, although

the recognition still not efficient enough for a real

application.

Another idea is to use a hybridization of a model that is

great in recognition and approximate in segmentation

(Seq2Seq) and of a model that is approximate in

recognition and efficient in segmentation (Mask R

CNN).
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Use segmentation lattice to focus Mask R CNN:

Train Validation Test

12000 128 1032

Methods CER (%) IoU (%)

Baseline 14,4 78,1

With lattice 13,0 77,6
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